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ABSTRACT

A requirement exists for a lew-cost r mote display terminal with
alphaimeric and live-drawing capabilities for use with time-shared
computer systems. This thesis, conducted as part of the overall
remote display design project, was undertaken to Investigate novel
approaches to character generation, with the goal of drastically
reducing present-day costs for such d^Nices.

A survey of existing devices and character generation techniques was
carried out, aa a design approach was chosen which takes advantage of
nass-fabrication techniques. This includes using a five-b)-seven dot
matrix raster and a resistor array "rcd-mly" character memory for
the 96 printable symbols of the Revised Proposed ASCII Code. Circuits
dLesigned included a dot matrix generatorp and a resistor array memory
with selection lo~±c sense aa3tfiers, and a shift register output
buffer.

An experimnetal character generator with an eight-word memory vas
built, largely using integrated circuits and vas found to work as
desired. It is ccfcluded that the design approach will yield a
character generator that is of low enough cost to find wide use
in remote couter teniials.
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FOREWORD

TM:e work reported herein represents one of the activIties of

the Display Group of the M.I.T. Liectronic Systems Laboratory--the

search for ways to improve the men-machine comsunication interface at

the . eote te'oinnals of a time- shared computer system. The Display

Group is endzaged in three rather closely interrelated projects: (1) in

planning for and/or development cf various classes of display syst'ris

for the fut'tre Project MAC Multier System, (2) in further development

of display consoles for Cormuter-Aided Design (supported by the U.S.

Air Force Avionice Laboratory), and (3) in display system developments

for the M.I.T. Project Intrex rcmote-access library e.nmperiments. This

particular work was stimulated by the need in Project MAC for a low-

cost terminal having both a higher alphanumeric output speed than

present teleprinters, and a generalized graphical capability.

John E. Wakd
March 8, 1966
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CHAPI"R I

P.CKGROUND

A. USE OF RkNOTE ThiTNALS IN TIME-SHARED COomUTER ,YrT1T

Before time-shared computer systems were built, the standard procedure

for using a compute' for problem solving was to write a program, transfer

it to a deck of punched cards, submit it to a central computer cenrer, and

after a wait of five to twenty- four hours (while the program was processed

along with many others), the problem solution or "print-out" was picked up

at the same central station. Because it was seldom that a program worked

correctly the first time, the program print-out usually needed to be quite

extensive to discover exactly what the program did.

It was long obvious that the incredible speed of computers was not

being well utilized because of the bottle-neck crected by trying to geý

information into and out of the machine. It also became obvious that

there were a number of interestirg things a computer could be used for

that would require a faster information channel I'etween the user and the

computer; i.e., one that could give responses within seconds rathei •han

the usual hour&.

At this point, the concept of time-sharing was introducel and several

experimental computer systemL were set up. 1 In general, these oonsisted

of connecting a number of teletypewriters to a computer and having the com-

puter service the comasnds entered from these "remote terminals" so quickly

that it appear, I to each user at a keyboard that he was the only one using

the computer. *!hese teletypes could properly be callnd remote terminals

Superscripts refer to numbered items in the bibliography.
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because they were connectea through the standard telephone system and cou-.

be located almost anywht -classrooms, offices, homes, even distant countries.

The fast computer response greatly reduced wasted time by the user

since he could quickly find and correct mistakes and otherwise "deb.buW"

programs. It also reduced the nced for huge asounts of esesentially

useless prirn.-out, for the user could trace his program atep by step. This

wus very fortunate also since the teletypes used as remote terminals could

rot print nearly as fast as the large line printers used in computer centers.

However, even though the use 'if teletypes greatly diminished the

an-cemputer information barrier, it was felt by many that a more desirable

remote computer terminal needed to be developed. There were two major

reasons for this. Because of inherent mechanical limiýations, the

teletypewriters. (and simii-ar electric typewriters) cannot print faster

than about ten characters per second. This is far slower than the reading

speed of a user and if the user is simply searching for some piece of

information, this slow rate can be quite annoying. In addition, it was

felt that to limit the computer output to only the alphanumerlc characters

that can be printed *Ls too severe a restriction; pftorjL# information

such as graphs, charts, and drawings would often be the output preferred

by a user.

B. D•VEWNWM OF 1XUAL DISPIAY TERCMLM

For some years, cathode ray tube (CRT) display units have been attached

to computers. The early units were "point-plotting" machines that required

the computer to continuously supply information concerning the beam position.

There machines were slow; a typical delay of 35 microseconds was required

tr, plot each point. Thus a complicat-d display could monopolize the entire

-apacity of e'-en a lArge computer and the image output would "flicker"
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be'-ause of the slow display rate. Even so, some very interesting pro,, .cts

were done using such displays.9 These projects encouraged work to develop

better terminals.

A good example of a highly versati-e disrlay station is the ML Ois- UO

PlsYConsole located at Technology Square as part of M.I.T.'s Project MAC.3'4

It was developed to produce flicker-free displays that would not require an

entire computer to maintain. This station conrists of a special-purpose

display generating computer with two sixteen-inch CR•r's, and is connected

to Project MAC's IB 7094 computer by a high-npeed data link. The display

logic accepts digital commands from the 7094 which cause it to generate the

proper analog voltages to drive the CRT displays to make meaningful patterns.

For text display, a spe-ial "character generator" is included; this

unit accepts six-bit binary words to specify which of sixty-four alpha-

numeric symbols is desired and then by referring to its internal memory,

generates the proper voltages to cause the CRT to tr&.ce out the character.

This station also has a number of other features to facilitate making

interesting and useful displays.

In a serse, this station reapresents an ideal remote computer terr.5nal

and, because of its versatile display, has gained wide acceptance from

such people as civil engineers, electrical engineers, mathematicians,

anrd even biclogists. 5 Normally, these people are reluctant to spend

large amounts of time converting standard computer print-out into meaningful

forms--pictures, graphs, etc. With the M-L Console, this is no problem.

However, certain factors prevent the wide-scale use of such sophisticated

displays as general purpose remote terminals. Expense is one. In the
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cve-all M.I.T. time-sharing system, there are more than 200 terminals and

It I i1kely the number will increase. If a complex and expensive machine

•;uch ar the )ZL Console were to be Lzed as replacements for all existing

te-m..rls, the cost ,1f the ter-i-nals would far exceed the cost of the

manir computer.

Another drawback is that a high-speed, multi-circuit data link must

be usel between the ESL Console and the main computer; this would restrict

the nurnber of locatirons where the machine could be used. A third problem

ic that tile present system requires a certain amount of main computer

m.--mcry and some r e.,z-rr time to maintain a display; a large number of

such tsrplays woolLd place a heavy and non-productive load on the centrt-l

conmuter system. It appears that a limited number of these highly sophlsti-

cated displays Yil-- be useful ii, a computer system but cannot be used

as genera' replacemefas for teletypes.

C. STUDY OF REQLTRMrS OF A .40TE TMINAL AND SOME EARLY ELU DMNTS

1. General Considerations

Fortunately, most computer users would be satisfied with a

computer terminal which had charactariEtics somewhere between the low-

speedp text-only, format of the teletypewriters and the versatility of

the complex ESL Display Console. Realizing this, attempts have been made

to design a compromise system.

With a somewhat informal study of the needs of the typical user

and an insight into some of the physical limitations of building remote

terminals, a better idea of what a Ceneral purpose remote terminaj. should

be has evolved. 6 W.At appears to be needed is a unit that can display
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both graphical information and texL, with te-t display mu-h faster than

present teletype speedz. In addition, the tot, 1 terminal cos'. mu.,t be

low enough *o allow Its use in large numbers. To be able to locite the

terminals as freely as they are p-esently, the data link connecting the N

terminal to the computer should be a telephone Tine.

2. Limitations of E::isting Approaches

A number of manufacturers have developed so called "inquiry units"

for use as remote computer term.nals. Generally, these relatively low-cost

machines can be driven over telephone lines and utilize a CRT for display,

but can only generate text and very limited graphical displays in a

typewri'er-like format; they could be called "electronic typewriters".

Even though these units can display text rapidly, the fact that they

lack the ability to provide flexible pictoral displays make them

unsuitable for general purpose re-.ote terminal.

3. Potentialities of Direct View Storage Tubes

At the present time, only CRT's offer the speed, flexibility, and

relatively low cost needed for high-performance terminals. However, one

of the big problems of CRT's is that, in general, the data displayed must

be regenerated and fed to the screen at least 33 tines a secrnd to avoid

annoying inwe flicker. To do this, some sort of high-speed memory is

needed--and this is usually quite expensive. Also, very high speed

electronics and deflection systems are required. On the other hand,

there i. one class of CRT's known as direct view storage CRT's, in which

an image traced by the electron beam Is visually stored on the screen and

will remain for a considerable period of time (up to one hour) unless it is

erased. 7
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Using such a tube, it is not necessary to regenerate data; thus

no high-speed data memory is needed and writing speed does not have to

be above the flicker rate. Certain disadvantages uo occur in terms of

resolution, brightness, and screen size with available tubes, but it

appears that enough research is being done on these problems that in the

near future, sufficiently good storage CRTFs will be available.
8

Because the advantages of srorage CRT's in not requiring a high-speed

iemory and associated high-speed picture generation hardware, the ESL

Display Group has employed a Tektronix 564 Storage Oscilloscope in several

tests of remote terminals. These tests have been designed to discover the

best means of transmitting graphical data over the narrow bandwidth of

telephtne lines.

Fortunately, besides not requiring a regeneration memory, storage

CPT's allow an image to be "bailt up" slowly from a narrow bandwidth input

without any complicated circuitry. Therefore, one of the simpliest schemes

for using a storage CRT at a remote location is to send the horizontal,

vertical, and intensity control signals along three reparate telephone

lines to the CIM. These signals cause the electron beam to trace out

an imge. This arrangement has been tried using the ESL Console to generate

the needed signals but suffers from three rest:lctions.

"?'t, because three sirmals are required simultaneously to control

the CRT, three lines are needed for operation. (For a remote CRT

display to be as flexible as a standard teletype terminal, it Is desireble

that it require only one line.) Second, picture quality suffers because

o-f different delays on different lines and bcv~ause of line noise. Third,
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because of bandwidth limitations vn the telephone lines (approximately

I Kc), the writing rate, particularly fo: text displays is too slow.

D. DIPROVED REHM( DISPLAY TER4INAL

In an effort to overcome the problems outlined above, it was

suggested that F -emote storage-tube terminal be. built with local picture

generating capability, somewhat like the ESL Conbolk. 9  Data could then

be sent in digital form, whinl. is more noise immune than analog transmission.

Horizontal, vertical, and intensity control signals could be sent sequentially

and stored at the terminlr end until all three were available--thus requiring

only one telephone line.

Finally, instead of continuously sending ;he absolute beam location

to the terminal, only changes in beam location would be 3entthus reducing

the amount of redundant information sert and effectively increasing writing

speed.

These techniques inc~ease the amount of reliable iata sent over a

cosuunication channel in a given time period but require considerable data

processing at the receiver end of the channel. Therefore, the quertion

arose as to whether it would be possible to build the needed circuitry at

a low enough cost to be reasonable in , remote terrinal. Thus, a design

project was undertaken to implement the scheme shown in the block diagram

of Fig. 1. This equipmen•t, except for the eftkacter generator, was built

&nd tested in the susmer of 1965.

Briefly, operation of the vector generator is as follows. Data

is received serially in diital form from a single input line. A

nine-bit data buffer regi'ster stores the incoming signal until it is

full and then rapidly transfers its contents to either the x, y, or
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.om&and flip-.filop r'egisters, &Cending on the position of the data ilow

switch. The three registers are filled sequentially, starting with the

comnd register. When all are filled, the eight-bit counter associated

with the x and y registers is allowed to count. Two binary rate multipliers __

(BDM's) are controlled by the data Ia, the x and y registers. The output of

each BRM is a pulse train containing as many pulses as the binary count

in the associated register.

The two pulse trains are used to trigger special pulse generators

that put out precise pulses with constant width a&nd constant amplitude.

These pulses feed operational ampliliers connected as integrators. The

output voltage levels of the amplifiers chai.6e as each incoming pulse

is integrated. The,.e voltages are used to deflect the beam on the storage

CRT. After each new voltage increment appears on one of the integrating

capacitors, an intensify pulse is generatel and a dot appears on the CRT

screen. Therefore, a pulse train produces a series of closely spaced dots

thit define a straight line. The angle and length of this line depend on

the relative magnitu.zes of the binary numbers ýn the x and y registers. Also,

since the pulse generator can Troduce either positive or negative pulses,

lineo may be drawn in any direction. After a line is complete, the electron

beam remains at its last location until three more binary words are loaded.

At this point, a now line iv initiated, starting where the last one left off.

By continuing In this fashion, line drawings of any complexity can be made up.

In addition to lines, the comvand register can be used to program the

control logic to reset the integrators to zero, to disable the intensify

circuits, and perform other special tasks. Lines are drawn as a series
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of points srpeod about .Y)? irt'he,. apart (on a '" CrlT): j int. ran be

plotted at a raLte o" ,me ever- n mi'erno.econdz. Prefer -iy, a "word"

of nine bits :!vr be ree'-ed in fi:e .•[llsecon9s, Snd since three word:

munt ho rc•'e)xee in order to draw a line, cne :ine can be 'irawn every

fifteen¶ :ni Li t'econd.n .

F. AN A2i ITICNAL P2OLF214

It war kn.wn frcn the beginningr that the vector generator described

in '*(ctixn ., 3 not be able to effnciently handle te•t display. i"nn

ýLot'h :h,_aracters could be drawn using short line zeg!uents, this method

we'ii be much too slow; s-IArs.cters would need five to ten line scccnts--

rquiring; 75 to 150 rill'seconds per character. This is roughly the speed

of a teletypewriter.

The solution seemed to be to include a character :,enerator in the remote

tcr, ina'. As in the ESL Console, this generator would acept a single

binary word to specify a d. Aired character. Then, by referring to an

internal memory, the machine would produce the appropriate voltaces to

cause the inage of the character to appear on the CRT. Since one word

ic received every five milliseconds, 200 characters per second could be

written on the CRT--20 times as fast as a teletypewriter.

It was this need for a character generator that would meet the special

requirements of a versatile, yet low-cost remote computer terminal that

motivated this thesis.

In Chapter II, a review is given of existing character generation

schemes; some advantages and disadvantages of each type are given. Chapter III

outlines in detail how the final generation technique was chosen while

Chapter IV discusses actual circuit construction. Finally, Chapter V gives

some conclusions about this project.



CHAPTER II

CHARACTER GEMERATOR TECHNIQUES

A. INTRODUCTION

After the decision was made that it was neý'ecsary to include a

cha•-acter generator in the Remote Display Terminal, it was then

necessary to invectigate the various ways of building Fach generators

and to see what ma hines were commercially available.

It was soon discovered that a larget variety of generation schemes

exist--each having certi.in advantages and disadvanteges. To compare

the existing generation techniques, it is desirable to identify the

elements and operating parameters chat are common to all. There are

two basic elements associated with character generators: 1) generating

logic and 2) character set memory.

In the simplest terms, it is the function of the generating logic

to take information frosm the character set memory and use it to form

a character on the screen of a CRT.

The character set memory stores information about the shape of

characters so that when a six- or seven-bit binary word is accepted

as a character selection input, the memory "programs" the generating

logic to produce the desired character.

Usually, the generating logic produces horizontal and vertical

deflection voltages to move the electron beam of a CRT; often a beam

intensity voltage is also produced.
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Important parameters of character generators e.re, rate of

generation (characters per recond), quality of chnractern, cize

of character set, reliability, and, of course, cost. For come

applications, such other factors as physical size and ease of chanring

the character set are also important. As a rule, as one or more

parameters improve, others suffer. Cost in particular is likely to

increase as speed, quality, and character set size increase.

B. GENRATION TECHNIQUEC

The different approaches to character generation fail into two

basic claases--signal generation and beam forming. i The sipnal

generation schemes use the kind of generating logic outlined earlier;

vertical and horizontal deflection signals and beam intensity ccntrol

signals are produced to control the electron beam in the usual way

to trace out characters.

Beam forming is a very different method. With beam forming, the

cross sectional area of the electron beam is distorted in such a way

that when the beam strikes the phosphor screen, it forms a character.

This ij usually accomplished by passing the electron beam through a

mechanical msk located within the CRT. Though the beam-forming generator--

realty a special purpose CRT--has some advantages in systems requiring

high-speed character generation, it is not well suited for use in a

remote terminal. The CRT used is very specialized and rather expensive,

and since the CIO is one of the most likely elementr to age and need

replacing, this is a serious drawback. In addition, complex circuitry

is needed for the additional deflection stage needed t,) pass the electron
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beam through the proper hole in the character mask, and then re-align

it on-axis for the matin deflection system.

Turning again to the signal generation schemes for ch&racter

,Qzmatior,, we find that there are two main groupings: raster types

and function types. In the raster types, a standard deflection

pattern or "raster" is generated for all characters; this pattern is

designed so that by selectively intensifying certain portions of the

pattern, any character required can be displayed. The pattern used

may be a rectangular array of dots, a series of vertical or hcritontal

lines, or a lissajous type figure. The advantage of this method is

that by using the same raster for all "haracters, the vertical and

horizontal deflection voltages are always generated the same way and

no memory is required to program these voltages individually for each

character. Thus the memw.-y contains only intensification data. This

reduz r memory capacity requirements and lowers machine cost.

The rcauu%;rd vemory requirements are partially off-set by the

need for a relatively complex raster gene.ator which has to be designed

to go through the required sequence of horizontal and vertical deflection

voltages to pro4uce the raster pattern. The disadvantages of such a

system are that generally many unnecessary beam mowements are required,

reducing character repetition rate. Also, character quality (readability)

my be low and the characters can have a rather mechanical look to them,

unless a large raster is used.

BWever, if a large raster is used, the character set memory size

must b* increased and the advantage of a lower cost memory is lost.



The sports scoreboards that use a number of lights to display number*

are an example of a minimal raster display.

The functional generators avoid the wasted moticns of the raster

generators by programming the deflection voltages for each Individual

character, tracing out the character directly. This is a considerably

faster technique and producec very good quality characters, but also

requires a much larger memory--usually vertics.l, horizontal, and intensity

signals are stored. On the other band, the vertical and horizontal

drive circuits are somewhat simpler than the raster types. The raster

c ircuit has to "remember" the raster pattern, whereas the function

type is continuousiy controlled by the memory.

Several different versions of the function character generators

exist. In some, horizontal and vertical deflection voltages are

stored in pairs: the generating logic sequentially samples these

pairs and the electron bean Juneps to a new position each time a new

pair is sampled. Usually, the nmber of pairs is limited to less than

sixteen, but this is seldom a restriction on the types of characters

that can be generated.

Another type of functional generator Is the "stroke' generator,

in which characters are drawn as a sequence of short lines. The

memory suppliej the orientation of each of the lines. Normally,

eight possible orientations are stored and nine to twenty line segnents

are used.

In addition to the basic techniques outlined above, a number

of variations exist that have certain advantages for certain applýcations.
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C. CHRACTER SET MWRVB

Another way of distinguishang between different types of character

generators is to cwApare the types of memories used. As with generation

schemies, one finds that many different types of character memories.

Infcrmation can be stored in either analog or digital form and can

be stored for either serial or parallel read-out.

1. Read-Write Merories

The save type of ferrite core memories that are widely used in

computers have been used for character generators also. Such a memory

can be "written" as well as read and thus offers the advantage of being

easily changed to hold different character sets. However, for memories

as small as character sets, normal read/write core memories are not

economical when compared to other types. In addit ion, for many

character generator applications, they are too slow. Finally, the

fact that this memory is not a permanent memory meuans that some provision

for initially "filling" it must be provided.

Sequential memories can be used for character pattern storage in

sase types of character generstors, though for high sineed generators,

tkey are too slow. Sonic and mgmtostrictive delay lines are both

possible choices for this type of memory, and can hold fairly large

amounts of informtion at low cost per bit.

Along with standard core remories, however, sequential memories

share the mixed blessing of being "re-writable". This allows easy

changing of character set but requires means of periodically filling

the memory. In the csse of delay lines, a re-filli-g is ziecessary

whenever power to the unit is interrupted for any reason.

I ' -.. . . . .
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Since information is only available serially from such memories,

speed of read-out is very limited and complicated circuitry may be

required.

2. Read-Only Memories

Because of the various drawbacks to read-write memories, character

generators usualy incorporate "read-only" memories which combine

reasonable cost, high speed, and permanent storage. As the name

implies, new information cannot easily be entered into such memories,

so character sets are fixed.

Included in this class are the various matrix memories. 1 2

In general, these consist of a matrix with a series of horizontal "word"

lines and a series of vertical "bit" lines. When used in a character

generator, a word line corresponds to a character in the set. The

memory is normally binary, storing a pattern of ones and zeros for

each character. To store a "one" at a particular bit lcation of a

particular word, a passive circuit element is connected at the junction

of the word and bit lines. To store a "zero", no element is connected.

The memory is read by applying a voltage to one of the word lines,

and monitoring the output of all the bit lines. A high voltage indicates

a "one", and a low voltage indicates a "zero". Circuit elements that

can be used are diodes, resistors, capacitors, or Indur.tors.

One ferrite-core memory that overcomes some of the pr'blems of

read-write memories is the "rope memory". This consists of a small

nw•ber (one for each bit of the storage word length) of relatively
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large aperture ferrite cores that have a large number of wires

(one for each stored vord)threaded thrcugh them. An individual wire

is woven through the series of cores in such a manner that it may or

my not pass through a given core. If a "write" current pulse is sent

through this wire, all the cores through which it passes are set to the

"one" state while the others remain in a zero" state. The pattern

of ones and zeros can then be read out by appropriate circuitry.

Normally, for each cheracter In a set, there is a wire that ý woven

through the series of cores. In one standard configuration, 64 wires

are woven through 35 cores. When any one of the 64 wires is pulsed,

a particular pattern of ones and zeros is set up in the 35 cores;

this pattern is then used to program the generating logic to produce

a character.

Since the character patterns are determined by the wire threading,

there is no need to fill the memory (but it is no longer possible to

change character sets, unless the cores are re-threaded). Also,

because no coincident-current selection is involved, read-out signal

levels can be much h gher than for standard core memories and less

expensive sense amplifiers are required. In general, rope memori-s

offer a less flexible but more economical cha acter storage for

character generators than normal core memories.

3. Special Purpose Memories

The preceding memory techniques are general-purpose in the sense

that they are basically digital in nature and any type of information

could be stored in them. However, some special memory techniques have

been developed especially for character speneration. Ont. example has



already been discussed; the mechanical mask used in beam-forming CRT's

is the memory for that type of generator.

Another interesting example employs a special T.V. "camera" tube,

called a monoscope, in a raster type generator. Instead of picking

up an external field of viev as normal vidicons, the monoscope has

images or "targets" built inside its faceplite. If these targets are

shaped like characters, they constitute the character memory. In use,

the electron beam of the monoseope is trained at the desired character;

then the electron beams of both the monoscope and the display CRT are

synchrcnously swept through a series of short vertical or horizontal

lines. The beam intensity of the display CR Is controlled by the

monoscope signal output, which in turn is controlled by the particular

character that is being swept.

D. SUMMARY

The large number of comeraially available character generators

range in price from about $2000 to more than $10,0001, depending on which

features they emphasize. A good exa=le of srzfh a machine is the Straza

Character Generator used with the USL Console. rt has a repertoire

of 64 high-quality characters, and can generate them at a rate of

100,000 per second. 13 However, it coits more than $8000. Since it

has been suggested that the total cost of the entire remote terminal

te no more then $5000, (Including vector generator, CRT display tube,

and other required hardware Lu a character generator), it appeared

that a new type of character generator--less expensive than existing

unes-- would have to be developed. Several factors suggested that an

original design would be desirable.
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First, it wms noted that most of the commercial machines were

designed to be used with CHT's that require the displayed picture

be refreshed continually. For a text display of iOO0 crharacters,

the character generator used with such a CRT must produce 30,000

characters a second if the display is to be refreshed at least

30 times a second (to P.,oid imale flicker). However, since the

proposed remote terminal is to use a storage CRT, zio regeneration

is required and the character generator need produwe only 200 characters

per second. It war hoped that this lower speed requirement would

help reduce costs. Another reason for designing a new machine was

thnt Project MAC has standarized on the 7-bit Revised ASCII Character

Set (which has 96 printable characters) for future terminals.
1 5

Few commercia' machines offer character sets larger than 64 without

essentially paralleling 64-character units, with attendant large

increase in price. Some cannot be used vith sets larger than 64

without extensive modifications.

For these reasons, it was decided to choose a design approach

for building a new type of character generator that would meet the

performance requirements of a rcuote computer terminal and be in-

expensive enough to be cempatibl with the cost goals of such a terminal.



CHAPTER III

SELECTION OF A M1W DESIGN APPROACH

As discussed in Chapter II, study of the vprious techniques used

in character generation indicated that a fresh design appronch wte

needed. In this chapter, we ,ill consider the advantares and

disadvantages of several possible types of low-•-st character memories.

Reasons for choosing a resistor matriv memory are discussed, and a genural

outline of a proposed raster-type generating logic technique is given.

Particular emphasir is given to compatability vith the vector generator

and possibilities for sharing circuit elements.

A. REVIEW OF REODTE TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS

The requirements included use the revised ASCII character cede

with 96 printable characters, and the ability to generate 200 chprscters

per second. Other desirable characteristics were that several format

siZes for characters could be generated and that special, non-stnndard

characters could be externally prograesd. There was no particular

concern about character quality other than that the rharneters be

easily legible. Above all, the generator must be of low cost;

initially, it was decided that a figure of $500 to $1000 would be con-

sidered acceptable. Of course, any design would have to be compatible

v.ith the vector gencratinn scheme as outlined in Chapter I.

B. A LOW-CO6T, M)CNAJICALLY ROTATIlM M4.jRY

As was pointed out earlier, one of the most obvious reasons for

the high cost of coniercial character generators is that these machines

-20-
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are usually expected to work at high speeds--generAting 30,0O00 tc

100,000 characters a second--so that CRT lmag.e regeneration can take

place. Since the generator required for the proposed remote terminal

need only produce 200 characters per second, it was hoped that by

sacrificing high rpeed, an inexpensive machine could be built.

One place where a lower speed requirement could result in n

substantial savings was in the character set memor-y. It vas suggerted

that a low-speed, mechanically-rotating, sequential memory could perhaps

be used.

It was hoped the+ such a memory would be very inexpensive tc construct.

In addition to low cost for the memory itself, the fact that such a

memory would be sequential would be an additional advantage over

parallel memories. This is true becausa in all signal generating

type character generators, information to control the CRT electron

beam must be supplied to tne generating logic In serial form. Therefore,

for paralll-I read-out memories, some sort of buffering, such as a

shift register, is necessary to convert the memory ovtput to serial

form. With a sequential memory, however, no buffering is needed and

the cost of this additional circuitry is avoided.

One possible sequential nwrory for use in a character generatox is

a magnetic drum, but after investigating these memories, it was found

that the commercial units ,'vailable were too expensive to be used--

mainly because they stressed a read-write capability and Large bit-

capacity.

____ WWI W~
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To find a lower cost substitut.-, it was decided tn consider

building a special rotating eisk memory that would be limited to

read-only capability and have a small-bit capacity. One plan was

to use a photographic disk with information recorded optically on

co-axial tracks alonr its circumference. Anothe- possibility was

to use magnetic or electrostatic recording as storae modes.

This memory oisk would be driven by a motor much like a phono-

graph record, and a number of "read stations" world be mounted near

the disk to convert the stored information to electrical signals.

As with any sequential, ciroulating memory, this proposed disk

system presented problems concerning access time and read-out time.

Because of limitations on the writing speed of the storage CRT that

will be used, a small-size (0.1 inch high) character cannot be written

in less than roughly 300 microseconds; for large-size (o.4 inch high)

characters, this writing time cannot be less than 1000 microseconds

(one millisecond).

To avoid the cost of extra circuitry, it was necessary to use a

minimum of data buffering--both on the memory selection logic and on

memory read-out. This meant that the one-millisecnnd CRT writing

rate would be the required memory read-out rate also. On the other

hand, incoming character commands occur every five milliseconds, and

with a one-millisecond read-out time, the mximum allowable access

time would be four milliseconds.

During the four milliseconds, the entire character set memory

stored on the disk would have to pass under a memory read station.

The faster the disk rotation, the less time is required for a given

point on the disk to reach the read station. However, if a single

'Ie
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read strtion is used, a complete rotation in four milliseconds

requires the disk to rotate at 15,000 RPM--a. rather high speed for

mechanical systems. If four reading stations were placed at ninety

degree intervals around the disk, a apeed of only 375J RPM would be

required for a given point to reach the nearest station in a maximum

of four milliseconds. Alternately, if the character set memory were

copied several times around the disk, rotational speeds could be

reduced. However, bit-packing densities limit how many times the

memory may b,.. copied.

The need was, of course, to use as few reading stations as

possible to reduce costs, and yet keep the rotational rate at a

reasonable value.

In addition to character-set storage, timn.,ag and address tracks

(-ihich would also require associated read stations) would have to be

included on the disk.

One attractive possibility for t.his type of memory was to store

analog signals with a technique much like sound tracks are recorded

on motion picture film; by usiag three tracks, the horizontal, vertical,

and intensity control signals could be recorded directly. This would

require ver." little circuitry for the generating logic and character

quality could be high On the other hand, a large number of read

stations would be needed.

Another technique that would require considerably lecs memory

capacity (and therefore fever read stations and switching circuitry)

would be to use a minimal raster approach. This would also allow

character data to be stored digitally,. Of course, the generating lcgic

would be more complex.

.MWp:-
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The major difficulty vith the disk memory approach is that it

would te. mechanical and would have mechanical limitations. For a

high-speed disk system, a well machined housing P'nd drive motor

would be needed. Alignment of read ststions and other mechanical

adjustments would periodically be required and in general, reliability

would probably not be as good as an all-electronic character generator.

Thus attention was turned to non-mechanical approaches.

C. AL-EI. ODNZC MMRIFZ

In etudying various types of purely electronic memories that might

compete economically with the mechanical disk type, it was necessary

tc price '!ot only the memory itself, but also the sensing (rea -out)

circuitry and the selection logic.

For delay line memories, selection logic can be quite trivial;

a counter driven by a precise clocking signa can keep track of which

word In available at the output.

The read-out amplifier is relatively complex, but only one such

amplifier is needed. However, the cost of the overall memory, the

problems of refilling it (as mentiorad J., Chapter II), and the problem

of access time made this type of 1emry seem unattractive.

Ferrite core "rope memwries" offer certain advantages in terms

of random-access reading (no access-time problems), read-out levels,

and se'ection logic, but the quoted cost of $350 to $500 (without

selection logic) was sonwat higher than was thought desirable.
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Tne rpecial-purpose character memories such as beam forming

týype and the monoscope type, while feasible, were felt to be ill-

suit(vd for use in the proposed remote console. They would not

fit in vell with the vector Generator, and wouLd require special

power supplies ard other con~rý. circuitry which would make them

muzh toc expensive.

Various matrix memories were considered: inductive, resistive,

diode, and capacitive elements can be used nr. such read-only memory

arrays. Inductive arrays offer advantages in ease of word selection

and cr- have (in some applica-.ion6) high enough output signal levels

to eliminate the need for sense amplifiers. Howsver, L.ch arrays are

difficult to fabricate and are therefore more expensive than other

arrays. At the opposite extreme, capacitive arrays Ere quite easy

to fab.ricate but have low output levels.

Diode matrix arrays are straightforward te work with, and have

excellent output levels. However, at the time the memory survey was

made, there were no comercial techniques for economically producing

large diode arrays. Early calculations showed that a minimwr. character

memory would require between 2200 and 3000 bits--this would mean using

roghlY 1000 to 1500 diodes (assuming that about half of each stored

character word conaists of "ones"). It appeared that the price of

components and installation would be between $.15 and $.20 per diode;

therefore mmory component cost, not counting selection logic or senes

amplifiers would be as high as $300.
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Resistor arrays do rot offer nearly as well defined output levels

as a diode array because of "sneak paths" through unselected words.

Moveo-r, as thc array size increases, the output levels drerease

rapidly. On the other hand, resistors are cheap--tyvically ro more

than $.03 a piece in quantity. Parts cost for a 3000-bit mem y

would be rougrhly $45. )G. In addition, it wab known that some work

has been done to fabricate low-cost arrays oZ resistors, using

deposited ; ' Im techniques. 17

The ruomice of a very low-cost resistor array was encouraging

enough to motivate research into how big a disedvantage tho low

output '.evels of such a memory would be. Initial investigation showed

tiLat whiLe rather small output levels were available, the low speed

reauirernr.ts made it possible to use inexpensive circuits to act as

sense amplifiers, Selection logic also could be built cheaply. When

compared to a possible diode matrix that would require less complex

sense amplifiers, indications were that the savings on resistor

memory itrell would more than pay for the higher circuit costs of the

sense amplifiers for the resistor matrix. In addition, the overall

costs of a wmory made with ordinary techniques appeared to be competitive

with the proposed disk memory; if it were found that resistor matrix

could be fabricated automatically, its costs would probably be much

lS0S.

However, there vat one big drawback to using a matrix memory:

read-out from such a memory !s essentially parallel and, asr pointed
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out earlier, memory data must be fed to the generating logic

serially. Therefore, ::.enrive buffering must be used with a

parallel read-out memory. To remove this restriction on the use

of perallel memories, it was decided to "share" some of the circuitry

in the vector genel .zr a o perform the buffering Pinction. By sharing

already existing circuits, system cost does not increase: thus parallel

read-out memories can be used without excessive cost.

A side advantage of using a buffer for the memory is that this

buffer can be filled not only by the character memory but also from

the external data input. This allows the character generator to work

in a special mode in which non-s .andard symbols can be externally

programmed.

Because of the encouraging economic comparison and because a

character generator using a resistor matrix memory wou' d be compatable

with the vector generator and system timing considerations, it was

decided to build an experimental character generator using a resistor

matrix as its character-set merjo-y.

D. (fIWATMG WOGIC

The type of generating logic to use depends, of course, on which

type of character set amoty is chosen and how much umphasis is

placed on character quality. Since it vas decided to use a resistor-

matrix, which ir a purely digital memory, anti since character quality

was not of prime concern, the obvious choice for the generating logic

uss to use a minimal raster technique.
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The normal mode of the vector gererator is to draw lines by a

series of points or dots. Thus, the most corpatable raster schere

to work with this generator is a rectangular array of dots. The

simpliest array tiat will still give the needed readabilitj for nll

characters is an array of 35 dots--seven dots high, five dots wide.

All characters can be made up from such an array by selectively

intensifying specific points. An example of sucl. a dot array or

matri' is illustrated in the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 2.

A larger array--say nine-by-six or ten-by-seven-- would produce

bette. looking characters but would ri'quire considerably more remory

capacity; a smaller array would not provide enough detail to

distinguish clearly beiveeri charecters.

Figure 2 shows in block diagram form the make-up of the proposed

seven-by-five dot matrix character generator. Three main divisions

are identified; a dot matrix generator, a character merory, and a

digital-to-analog converter.

Since the character generator and ector generator are neier

used at the same time, it was natural to consicer using the same

circuits tj serve both generators. Thus, it was hoped that by

time-.inhring comon circuit functions, considerable savings in cost

of circuits would result.

Because of this desire to time-share circuits, the elements in

Fig. 2? were chosen to maxiaize the similarity of certain circuit

blocks of the vector generator and of the character generator. It

will be noted that the digital-to-anmlog converter is identical to

the pulse integrator circuits of the vecot generator. Also, that

the Modulo-5 and bodulo-7 counters could be used as part of the eight-

bit counter used in the vector generator.
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In operation, an 8-bit binary word fed to the selection logic

is decoded to specify one of the 96 possible character word

lines. Thirty-oix bit output lines feed the digital vord containing

the intensity information of the selected character into 36 sense

amplifiers. When a "reset" pulse is applied to the character

generator, the 35-bits of the character-word are read into the 35-bit

shift register. (The thirty-sixth bit is a special control bit which

will be discussed later.) After the shift register is loaded, clock

pulses feed both the dot matrix generator and the shift register; the

ratrix generator produces horizontal and vertical deflection signals

to. move the electron beam through the pattern shown in the upper right-

hand corner of the figure.

In eynchronization with the pulses that move the beam, the

pautern -f "ones" and "zeros" stored in the shift registe- are shifted

to the rigbt to sequentiallv feed the Intensity Control Circuit. In

this way, the information in the character memory is used to control

which points in the generated matrix are intensified.

For simplicity, sme of the needed circuttry is not shown. For

example, pro-ision is made for an additional nine clock pulse4 (vhich

are never intensified) to move the electron beam into position to

draw another character. Aloo, certain lower-case characters, such

as "g"i "i", "p", "q", and "y", extend below the base line upon which

all the other characters are written and thus lie outside the standard
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matrix. To draw these characters, it is necessary to start the matrix

two points lower than usual. Therefore, the thirty-sixth bit, crlled

the Dropped Matrix Control bit, starts the matrix at the lower position;

it is used onlI for characters that extend below the base line.

The modulo-5 and modulo-7 counters keer track of where the beam is

in the x and y directions, respectively. After each set of :even

ccunts in the y direction, the beam is incremented in th- horizontal

(x) axis by one step and the direction of the beam motion in the

vertical (y) axis is reversed. When the modulo-5 counter is full

(after five x increments), a signal is generated to stop the clock.

When a new character is loaded, the procese beings again.

It would have beei. possible to reed out the memory word in segments--

say six six-bit blocks--and use nly a six-olt shift register instead

of a 35-bit one. However, it turns out the x, y, and command registers

of the vector generator (shown in Fig. 1) can be built as shift registers;

to do so requires a shift register totaling 27 bits long. Therefore,

by "time-sharing" the 35-bit shift register between the character

generator and the three registers of the vector generator, there is

little weate Involved in using a 35-bit shift register, and the coplex

widtchinS swelved in reading Out segent@ Is avoided.

Since e the major circuit elements except the memory and its

solection logic can be shared, they are in a sense "'fre,". Therefore,

the cost of the character generator depends minly on the cost of the
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selection logic and memory, plus the cost of the circuitry needed

to svitch the function of the various major circuit elements.



CHAP-ER IV

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
CHARACTER GENERATOR AND TEST RESULTS

A. DESIGN APPROACH

After the basic approach of using & resistor matrix menory ard q

dot raster generator was decided upcn, it was time to begin actual

circuit des.gn. It war planned to build an experimental character

generator ir two steps. First, a test generator with a simplified

raster and very limited memory size would bc built to test all the baeic

circuits. After that, a fuli-scale machine with a five-by-seven dot

raster and a 96-character memory would be constructed.

Recent reductions in the price of epoxy encapulated integrated

circuits have made these miniature circuits competitive (and often

cheaper) than comparable circuits made from discrete ccomponents.

Future prict projections show a further downward trend in integrated

circuit prices. For this reason, plus the obvious advantages of rmaller

size, it uas decided to use these circuits for moFt of the construction

of the logic design.

The unitb chosen are made by Fairchild Semiconductor Corpvration

as part of its commercial Micrologic series of integrated circuits.

They use resistor-transistor logic (RTL) and are rated for use up to two

megacycles. Three types were used: 1) a type 923 JK Flip Flop with

set, reset, toggle, and clear inputs, 2) a type 9 14 dual NOR gate

package with two inputs per gate, and 3) a type 900 driver package

-33-



which acts as an Inverting power driver. All are packaged in eight-

lead, modified TO-5 epoxy cases. For normal operatAion, they require

a 3.6 volts power supply and have logic levels of 0 to 0.2 volts

_or a "zero" and +1.0 to +2.0 volts for a "one". Fan-out and fan-in

are very limited on these units, but with some care, the units work

very well, and in large measure, they contributed to the success of

the project.

For applications where the integrated circuits were not suited,

a low-'.ost epoxy encapsulated silicon transistor was chosen (Type

2N2923). Aitho.,gh it is not intended for use in switching applications,

this unit was found to work well in most of the low-speed circuitb

describel here. In a limited number of cases where a good switching

transistor was needed, a 2N3569 silicon transistor was used. By

having such a smai! number of iffereMt types of circuit elements a number

or design problems were eased and procurement of parts was simplified.

Even though the basic design of the character generator was

selected so that circuits could be shared between the character and

vector generatLrs, it was decided to avoid design problems in constructing

the experimental character generator by making it almost iidependent of the

vector generator. However, clock and reset pulses were derived from the

vector generator, and the digital-to-amlog converters of the vector

generator were used to transform the pulse train Outputs of the character

generator into the required analog deflection voltages. The 4'agram

I ..
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of Fig. I shows the relationship (including inputs and outputs) of the

tvo generators. It iS proposed to build at a later time a new

character-vector generator that would take advantage of the circuit-sharing

techniques mentioned in Chapter III.

As has been nentioned, it was decided as the first part of the project

to build a small test character generator to check out all the basic

circuits before building a full-scale machine. A character generator

using as a raster a three-by-five array of dots and having e character

set memory of eight words was chosen. This choice was motivated by the

fact that this waL the smallest pattern on which the numbers 0 through

7 coLld be 'egibly plotted.

To construct such a generator, it was necessary to build a dot-matrix

generator and a resistor-matrix memory, including sense amplifiers and a

shift register. In addition, because the logic levels of the vector

generator were 0 and -3 volts and the levels of the character generator were

to be 0 and + 1 volt, level converters to couple the two generate~s were

needed. A power supply to drive the circuitry was also r-!quired, and

since it involved no difficult construction problems, it was dec!ded to build

the supply big enough to drive either thb test generator or' the final generator.

B. DCT MATRIX GEIURATOR

As outlined in Cnapter III, it is the purpose of the dot-matrix

:+enerator to generate signals to cause the electron beam of the storage

CRT to move through the desired five-by-seven pattern of po'nts. Figure 2

shows a block diagram describing how this is done, while Fig. 3 showr. how

the actual integrated circuits were ronnerted to perform this fiu'ction.

IPower supply connections are not shown to avoid unnecessarily complicating

the disagam.)

llmll * --
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As a review of Fig. 2, we rote that there are two counters, a Y-Pulse

Sign Control, and a Pulse Generator in the Dot Matrix block. In addition,

the x, y data flow switch in controlled by the Matrix Generator.

The )odulo-7 counter counts the number oi verticai (y) ircremei.t6 and

supplies a pulse to change the direction (or sign) of the vertical *movement

after every seven pulses. The modulo-5 counter keeps track of the horizontal

(x) increments and supplies a "Character Complete" signal after the entire

dot pattern is finished.

These tuo counters are shown in Fig. 3 as the two four-bit counters; the

counter to the left corresponds to the modulo-7 counter and the one to the

right corresponds to the modulo-5 counter.

Basically, each counter is an ordinary four-bit counter and the two can

easily be connected together to form the eight-bit counter needed in the vector

generator. To make the left counter work as a iodulo-7 counter, a pair of gates

located in the "Reset Control" block monitor the state of the counter. When

the ý.ounter, working in the normal binary manner, reaches a value of seven, a

reset pulse is generated by the Reset Control and the counter returns to the

zero state. At this point. the counter will start counting again, and continue

until a count of seven is aWin reached, etc.

A similar situation exists for the right-hand (mo4ulo-5) counter. A

pair of gates monitor the state of this counter and produce a Character

Complete signal when a count of five is reached. However, no reset pulse

is generated at the end of five counts since this counter need not reset

until a new character ti started.

By using this reset-to-zero technique, it is possible to use the

counters as ordinary binary (modulo-16) counters by simply disabling

the reset cxrcuits. ALso, it is very easy to change the counting base

of the counters by simply opening or closing the switches indicated on the

inputs of the count-monitor gates. In this way, by properly setting six

1; .. ..
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switches (indicated by x's in Fig. 3), it was possible to generate any

desired dot array from a one.by-one to a seven-by-seven point matrix.

This made it possible to use the same dot matrix generator for both

the three-by five tt gererator and the final five-by-seven generator.

The flip-flop associated with the "Y Sign Control" output is connected

so that it wil' change state every tim the modulo-7 counter is reset

to zero; also gating associated witl the "Output Control" block shunts a

pilf-r that .ould ncraallý feed tne y pulse output to the x pulse oiltput.

-here are two additi.rra pointr which were discussed briefly in

•oniunctlcn with thL simplified diagram of Fig. 2. First, it was

d.-ed that the beginning of the design project that it would be desirable,

nt the camp. tic of epr'c chararter, to automatically position the electron

bear ,f the CRT rto that it vol1d be possible to draw the next character

-itnout inserting any addiuional line coomands. In this way, the full

chanrel barnwidth couLuA be used for transmitting ch.-racters alone. (Of

course, at the ends of text lines, the beam wnula have to be re-positiuned

to the start of the next line--somewhot like a carriage-return on a t,pevriter.)

In a normal five-by-seven array, the final point is ?lotted at the

1owe.- rirrlt-hand corner when the first point is plftted at the top left-

hand corner. Therefore, same provision must ti made to return the beam

to the top of the mtrl.x and then move It to the right (to the starting

position for the next char•,ter). Ore easy way to do this is to increase

th, size of the array tc six-by-seven; in such an arr.y, the beam ends the

pittcrn one ?o'.nt to the riFht of the top right-hand corner of the character.

N xt, two extra pulses are used to force the beam two rdditional spaces

to the rilsht, yielding an inter-character spacing of three dots. Of course,

the extra ,.oints -re never intensified, and therefore require no memory

control. The eritire m-trix pattern is shovn in Fig. " and elso in Fig. 10.
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Another problem occurs when the generator is required to plot

certain lower-case letters, such as "g", "J", "q", "p", qnd "y". These

letters are unusual in that they extend below the normal babe line for

alphanumeric symbols. This meanE that they also extend below the normal

dot matrix. A suggested solution to this problem was to sta.pt the matrix

at a lower point for these characters. Therefore, an extra bit was

included in the character set memory to indicate when the matrix should be

lowered, and a "Dropped Matrix Control" was included in the matrix generator.

This logic circuit adds an extra two pulses to both the beginning anud end

of the normal matrix. Examples of both the normal matric a-• the dropped

mtrix are shown in Fig. 10.

C. THE REISTOR MAIRIX NOERY

A section of the proposed resistor matrix memory 1i showr in the

top part of Fig. 4, A word line corresponts to a .rintable charact,.-r

and the number of bits per word corresponds 'Lo the amount of information

itored about the shape of each character. The test char&cter generator

was conotructed with 8 Word Lines ar.1 15 Bit Lines. The finsol exmerimental

generator was to have 96 Word Lines and 36 Bit Lines.

1. Storage Mechanism

Infornation is ctored in binary for'--"onet," and "zeros"--by connecting

"bit,-resistors" between Word L•ines and Bit Lines. A 4 7 k resistor across

a junction indicete" storage of z "one"; un resistor indicates a "zero"

is stored.
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2. Selection Logic

As shown In Fig. I , each word line is dri n by a transistcr

connected as a four-input NOR gate (Q37 and Q38 " for example). If the

voltage applied to any of th.. four 47 k base resistors jy the selection

lines is high, the gate transistor will be saturated and the collector

eutput voltage will be lUw--about 0.1 volts. Alternately, if all four

inputs are low, the transistor will be cut off and ÷12 volts will be

applied to the associated Word Line through a 1.5 k load resistor.

Seven selection lines are used to control which word is selected.

The line furthest to the right in Fig.4 is used as a "group selection

line" in the 96-word memry (as will be dtscussed later) but is always

grounded in the &w-ord test memory. The remaining six lines are groued

into tbzpe _z!res each pElir represents a binary bit and its complement

(i.e., asn lime oi the pair is at a high v)ltage while the other la low.)

By properly conmectibv the MDR gates to these three binary pairs, the

gates sere a" a three-bit decoding network to select one of the eight

words in the smory. In operation, only ae of the selection trarsistors

is cut off (givIn hI& output voltage) % U!s all the others are saturated.

3. Neat-Out Keebmsai

%a result of the selection process s that only one word line has

a high voltage on It, tbW exact voltage depending on .ow many 47 k

ObIt-resistors" we connected to the line. However, the voltage will be

between 46 volts (for a resistor on every line) and +12 volts (no

resistors).
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The Bit Lines serve as Lhe output lines of the memory and are

connected to the Scnse Amplifier.. When a Word Line is selected

(i.e., it has a high voltage applied to it), those B~t Lines which are

connected to that particular Word Line by bit-resistors have current

supplied to them through the resistors. Those Bit Linec with no

connecting resistors have no curr-ent lo'wing liato then. The current

in a connected bit line causes the voltap- on this ine to increase by

an amount depending on the input impedance of* the Sfonse AmplifiLr connected

to the line, and on how many other bit-resistors are connected to that

Bit Line. Note that since all the unselc~ted Word L:nes are virtually at

ground potential, all the bit-resistors connecting a Bit Line with unselected

Word Lines acts as a resistive Load on the Bit Line, reducing its voltage

output.

In the 8-word memory for the test generator, there could be as

many as seven unselected bit-resistors connected to a Bit-Line. In this

worst case--and not counting the load of the Sense Amplifier--the voltage

outnut would be one-eighth the voltage on the se~ected Word Line. Therefore,

the output voltage would be betireen 3.75 volts and 1.5 volts. Of :ours--,

for memories with more words, this worst-caise voltage output would

be iurther reduced.

Bit Lines with no bit-resisto.* connected .o the selected Word

Line have a voltage output of about 0.1 volt, the transistor satu.3tion

voltage of the unselected 'Word Lines. Therefore, the outpat Sense

Amplifiers for the 8-word test memory have to distinguish between 0.1

volt for "7ero" output ard 0.75 volts for a "one' output.
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D. SHUFT REGISTER AND SENSE AMPLIF=erS

The use of integrated circuit flip-flops made the construction

of the shift registers quite simple. As can be seen from Fig. 4

all that was required was to connect the outputs of each flip-flop

to the set and reset inputs of the next flip.flop. A common clock

line is connected to all stages and is driven by a Type 900 Power Driver.

Once the shift register is loaded with a pattern of ones and zeros, a

pulse train supplied to the Shift Pulse Input causes the pattern to

move to the right--each bit appearing in turn at the Output terminals.

The shift register is automatically cleared (all flip-flops reset to "0")

during the reedout process by connecting the Reset input of the last

stage of the shift regicter (the flip-flop furthest to the left) to the

+ 1.6 volt supplp. This means that a series of shift pulses will cause

th entire register to end up in the reset state, i.e., with all "'"n

o0. puts at +1 volt.

The register is loaded as follows. The Type 923 Flip-Flops are

a unbuffered design, and can be set or reset by grou.ding the appropriate

output terminalb. Therefore, to load the shift re.gister, the Sense

Amplifiers (the 2X2923 transistors labeled Q through Q in Fig. 4) act

as switches which can ground the "0" outputs of individual flip-flop

in the register setting them to "1".

The emitters of all of the Sense Amplifiers are connected to the

collector of the 2N3569 Read Amplifier (Q 0 ). Only when this transistor

is saturated and acts as a virtval short circuit can the Sense Amplifiers

ground the shift register outputs. Therefore, the Sense Amplifier's are
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only enabled when a Read Pulse is received. W'hether a given Sense

Amplifier will act as an open or closed switrh when enabled depends on

whether its base input from the matrix memory is at a "high" voltage

(0.75 volt) rr a low voltage (0.i volt). A high voltage saturates the

transistor setting the associted shift-register flip-flop, while a

low voltage keeps it back-biased.

E. LEVEL CONVERTER CIRCUITS

Two types of level-converter circuits were needed: one to change

incoming signals from levels of 0 and +1 volt to 0 and -3 volts, and

one to convert -3 volt inputs to +1 volt outputs. Five of the former

zonverters are needed to feed signals from the character generator to

the vector generator; two for y-pulse sign control, one for the x-pulse output,

one for the y-pulse output, and one for ints,.nsity control. Referring to

Fig. 5a, it can be seen that an input of +1 volt applied to the 4.7 k base

resistor will back-bias the 2N3702 transistor, causing its cutput voltage

to go negative (diode clamps in the vector generator limit this negative

excursion to -3 volts). An input of 0 volta allows the current through

the 2* k base resistor to saturate the transistor, giving an output

voltage of lee3 than 3.1 volt.

The two inputs from the vector generator to the character generator are

the clock pulses and the reset pulses. Since both signals are pulse trains

and since their amplitudes are greater than that requi -d by the character

generator circuitry the simple pulse inverter sholn In Fig. 5b was

all that was required. The 0.005 mP capacitor changes to three volts

throu,h the diode when the input goes negative. As the input goes positive,

the a-ode is back-biased, and a 4 3 volt pulse appears at the output.
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F. POWER SUPPLY DESIGN

The power supply design was quite straightforward. Three separate

supplies with a cormon ground were needed: 36-volt 2-ampere supply to

power the integrated circuits; 15-volt supply to feed the resistor

matrix mernry as well as drive the voltage-control circuitry associated

with the 36 volt supply; and a -6 volt auxilary supply to bias the logric

converter interfacing circuits. The overall circuit sche•-.tic is cho-::n

in Fig. 7.

Only the 3.6-volt supply required regulation. A six-trt-nsictcr sericz-

regiilator circuit was built using the base-emitter breakdown voltage of a

2N3638 transistor as a reference voltage to control the output. Close

attention to the routing of ground leads end high-current carrying leads

helped guarantec a ripple-free and stable supply. Output impedance was

measured to be less than 0.1 ohms.

The other supplies were simple silicon diode rectifiers with capacitor

filtering. The entire power supply was constructed on P 3" x 7" x 12"

aluminum chassis. A fuse, pilot lamp, power switch made up the only

controls.

G. RESLTS OBTAINED WJTU THE TEST GEWATOR

After the design and construction of all the needed cii cuits, the

first tests involved use of the three-by-five dot rast.er and the 8-'rord

15-bit memory. The picture vhown ini Fig. 9 illustrates how numbers

produced with the test generator looked when stored on the screen of

the 5" Tektronix Type 564 Storage Scope.
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H. IIGN OF TH PUMLSCAL GMMATOR

The resuits obtained with the test generator were so encouraging

that plans for building a full-scale machine were started. Three

problems were anticipated concerning the larger machine: 1) a 36-bl h

shift register would be harder to construct than the 15-bit one used in the

test generator, 2) a larger memory matrix would make read-out signals

much lower than the eight-word memory tested, and 3) the selection logic

would ha-4e to be enlarged to select one of the 96-word rather than one of

eight.

1. Thirty- six Bit Shift Register

The problem with building a larger shift register were of a

practical nature rather than of a conceptual one. Physically, it was

more desirable to build two 18-bit shift registers side-by-side than to

build one long 36-bit register. In addition, the type 900 Power Driver

circuits are not capable of driving more than 16 flip-flop stages. Because

of these problems, it was decided to build four nine-bit shiu t registers,

each identical to the one shown in Fig. 4. These would be used to make

up two 18-bit shift registers (by connecting two 9-biz units in series)

which would then be mounted in parallel. Switching logic on the outputs

of the two 18-bit shift registers would be used to "inter-weave" the outkI'ts

to simulate a 3b-bit shift register. The connections used are shown in

Fig. 8. With the exception of these variations, the shift register nnd

sense amplifiers operated as described earlier.
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2. Extended Sclction Logic

Since the eight-word selection logic atready developed worked

well., it was decidcd t(. break the charecter set memory into 1.2 groupr

of eight words each. Of the Feven oinary bits used to ýleet one of

the 96 characters, the first four bits would feed the "primary selection

logic" to decide which one of the 12 groups would be selected, while the

last three bits would decide which one of the eight words of thLt particular

group would be celected. The seventh selection line shown in Fig. 5 and

rmentioned as part of the Resistor Matrix description would thus t-e used

to select one of the -2 groups ov eightS the remaining rtx would select

one wore in the group, as previously described.

3. Nigh-tin Sunse Amplifier

As described eerlier, the output voltage for a one" in a

resistor matrix memory goes down as the number of words goer up. For

a 96-word memory, in the worst case, the outpuAt volte-e is 1/96 -oe

voltage applied to a Word Line. For 12 volts on a Word Line, the output

is only 125 millivolts. This level is too low to drive the sense amplifier

shown in Fir. 4. Therefore, a new amplifier shown in Fig. 6, was designed.

It has u differential input stage Lo naintaln temperature !.tability

and to compenonte for off-se' voltvge of the memory caused by tVf

seturation voltalg_ of the selection transistors. The amplifier was designed

to .witch vtr ten for a 5)-millivolt change In input.
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There was some concerr ror the different values of V3E of a

randomly selected group of transistors; if the differences in VB

were comparable to the signal levels received at the memory output, the

amplifiers would be unreliable. However, it was found by testing a

substantial number of transistors that the maximum variaticn to be

expected was only 3u milliUolts. Since Input signal levels are to be

100 to 200 millivolts, there ýhould thus be no troubLe in obtaining

positive switching. 1koreover, the temperature coefficients of the

transistors used were not expected to deviate more than 0.2 millivolts

per degree Centegrade; therefore, no temperature instability should occur

over the expected operating temperature range.

The output of the differential stage is fed through a voltage

divider to match the required voltage level of the output transistor

(Q 3). This transistor overates in the "ame manner as the simple sense

a•pifier described eel1ler. Again, the amplifier is "read" by grounding

the emitter lead of 3 Aienever Q4 is saturated by a Read Pulse.

I. Tom OP T FINAL CIRAMCTER GMIRATOR

Even though the extended selection Logic scheme and improved sense

amplfier were designed and tested, they were not included in the final

breed-boarded circuit because of a lack of time. Also, as explained in

the next chapter, it appeared that a better way to construct the memory

would soon be possible. Therefore only eight characters (the single

quote and the letters A through G) were included In the expanded resistor

matrix memory. Nevertheless, it jas felt that this machine included all

the principles needed to demonstrate the feasibility of this particular

-.4,,A-a4 ."
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Characters that were generated and btured on a Tektronix 56l, Storage

Oscilloscope are shown in Fig. 1i. Dy uring the small characters shown,

it appears it will be possible to store at least 600 legible characters

cu the 8 cm by 10 cm .%creen o! this particular storage CRT,

The photograph in Fig. 12 shows the experimental set-up with the

vector generator mounttd in the relay rrtck at the right, the Storage

Oscilloscope in the middle, and the experimental character generator

with its power sugly on the table at the left.

The close-up picture in Fig. 13 shows details of the bread-board

construction. In tVe lover part of the picture is the 36-bit shift

register and eight loords of mery. The dot matrix generator is located

in the center portion. At the top is the 15-bit memory, select "on logic,

and shift register.
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Fig. 9 Numbers produced using
3 x 5 dot array.

Left: Normal roster

Right: Dropped roster
for special lower
case I etters.

Fig. 10 Complek.e 5 x 7 dot array with

beom re-locating steps.

Top: Enlarged chcracters,
showing Individual
dots making up
characters.

Bottom: Characters as
they will normally
appear in text
display (3/32" high)

Fig. 11 Characters produced using
5 x 7 dot array.

Not-. All pictures taken cn a Tektronix 564 !Lorage
Oscilloscope operated in the storage mode. Pictures
taken 5 to 15 minutes after images ware drawn.
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CHAlPTER V

COPIE SIONS

One of, the major problems in any design project, particularly in the

electronics field at the present time, is that a "best" design is highly

elusive. This is because advancing technology is forever changing the

relative values of using one approach versus another. The designer is

forced to decide whether to base his design on present "state-of-the-art"

achievemente in technology or whether to second-gunss what advances will

occur in the near future and use this "advanced" technology as a basis

for design.

Changs in technology can be of two types: 1) new products can

be developed that either perform better than existing types or perform

in entirely new ways or, 2) advances in manufacturing techniques can

cause the prices of existing products to drop. To a limited extent,

both types of change yore anticipated in this project. As will be

described, some of these expected advances came to fruition much more

rapidly than expected, even while the unit was being designed and built.

It can be seen from the photograph in Fig. 11 that, for all

intents and purposes, the egperimental design produces quite legible

chrracters. Because of its all-electronic nature, the machine should be

very reliable. In addition, the operating speed is highly conserz-ative--

the machine could eazily generate 10,000 ,,haracters per rcjnd. Special

-56-
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characters can be exterrally prograumed. Moreover, by designing the

character generator to use circuits already available in the vector

generator (creating a vector-character generatorl the coet of adding

character generation to a remote terminal should be a minimm:.

"'he main costs would be a certain amount of control logic, a chacracter-

set memory, word-selection logic, ard sense amplifiers. Parts coats are

estimated to be under $200 and it is believed construction costs should

not exceed $400 for a total device cost of $600.

Hovever, two recent developaznts make it appear that a much lover

figure will be possible almost imediately. As vao mentioned in

Chapter III, it was hoped that there would be a way of automatically

fabricating the resist" w ory array. Towards the end of this project,

it was learned that a division of United-Ca'r, Inc. has developed a

technique of chemically depositing nickel-alloy resistors directly on

printed circuit boards at a projected cost of $.005 per resistor in

completed arrays. The technique also includes a way of depositing two

insulated layers of copper conductors which can interconnect with the

nickel a~loy resistors. In addition, after the resistors and conductcra

have been fastened to the printed circuit board, other components such

as transistors, capacitors, etcý can be mounted and ep- soldered as with

an ordinary pripted circuit board.

This promises to be a wa•e in which the selection logic, .1esistor

arr•y, and sense amplifiers ,could all be constructed very cheaply--not

only would there by a reduction in parts costs, but more importantly,

there would be a large reduction in labor costs.
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A second advancement that prom' sea to '-e of possible value is the

development of "silicon-on-sapphire" (SOS) diode arrays by the

Autonetics Division of North American Aviation, Inc. Basically,

these are arrays of diodes made by conventional integrated circuit

techniques, but using a sapphire substrate to gain device independence.

Arrays of 3000 to 6000 diodes are easily possible, with a packing

density of over 15,000 diodes per square inch. Also, SOS construction

techniques offer the possibility of simultaneous fabrication of the

selection lowic, th diode array, and the output sense amplifiers, all

on the same sapphire substrate.

Most important, this SOS technique premises to be very low cost-

sovewhere between $.01 and $.03 per diode. Recall that the only

reason that a resistor array was chosem Li place oi a diode array was

lower cost. With this new development, the coat disadvantage of

diodes has apparently disappeared. Not only would aueh a diode array

with built-in selection logic reduee parts and labor costs, but the

zigher output levels of a diode array would alimimse the need for a three-

transistor sense amplifier--a single transistor would do.

Since both the depobited-nickel-resistor and the SS-diode arrays

offer certain other advantages, vhieh t.here has not yet .een time to

evaluate, it in still too early to say which approach In most desirable.

However, it is certain that either approach will substantially lower

the costs of the character-set memory. In view of this, It may be

desirable to use some of the savings to increase the character dot

raster to six-by nine points (or even larger) to obtain higher quality
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characters. At any rate, it appears that ultimately the cost of

a combined character-vector generator in some sort of 'production"

quantities will be no more than $100 to $300 more than Pi vector

generator alone. Since the design goal was to reduce cost to $500 to

$1000, it is concluded that this part of the low-cost remote display

prcject Lab been highly successful.
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